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EMILY BETH HILL

Business as Usual? Marketing, God,
and the Limits of Christian Callings
Among the reforms Martin Luther desired for the church, he

the temporal authority (political

sought to break down the walls between the holy vocations

leader) must recognizes his

and everyone else. He argued that all people could serve

or her work to be the rightful

God and love their neighbors, no matter their job, and that

promotion of the common good

those who worked in the church as priests or monks, for

or restraint of evil in service of

example, were not more holy or perfect than others.

the neighbor. Luther recognizes

In one example, writing on whether Christians can

that many princes claiming to

bear the sword on behalf of “temporal authority” (secular

be acting “Christianly” were

government), he argues first that temporal authority

simply amassing their own

exists not for Christians who ought naturally to follow the

power (“Temporal Authority”

will of God, but “for the sake of others, that they may be

84). In our decidedly post-Christian era, such an argument

protected and that the wicked may not become worse”

is further complicated. And given all the injustices present

(Luther, “Temporal Authority” 94). Thus, Christians can

within our contemporary judicial system, the question is

freely participate in this secular government and bear the

pressed further: Can Christians, constrained by love of

sword—not for their own advantage, but out of love for

neighbor, be executioners?

their neighbor and to restrain evil and protect the vulner-

Not all questions of Christian vocation are quite

able. “Therefore,” he writes, “if you see that there is a lack

so controversial. The contemporary faith and work

of hangmen, constables, judges, lords, or princes, and you

movement exists today in the wake of Luther’s claim

find that you are qualified, you should offer your services

that no vocation is more holy than another. Yet it too

and seek the position” (95).

must wrestle with what exactly a “Christian business,”

Many might respond with a cry of disbelief: “Hangmen?

for example, means and how to live it out. Some see the

Is it really appropriate for Christians to be in the business

workplace as a place to evangelize, but emerging organi-

of killing people?”

zations are trying to more closely align “Christian” work

The hangmen example is a famous and hotly debated

with work for justice and the flourishing of all (Worthen).

one—perhaps by Luther’s design. He is most concerned to

As the movement develops a more critical edge and

probe the limits of what can count as a legitimate Christian

is willing to question business as usual, I would suggest

calling. He thus sets up various criteria that need to be in

we need to return to the question of whether there are

place for the inclusion of hangmen. First and foremost,

certain professions Christians shouldn’t do. While I don’t
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wish to reconstruct a wall between secular and sacred

Luther famously advocated that Christians cannot

vocations, my contention is that the command to love

be justified by any works—by obeying any set of laws—

our neighbor requires us to look deeply at how our work

but that salvation was given as a gift through faith in

affects our neighbors.

Christ’s work on our behalf. The law, he argued, causes

Depending on our religious traditions and social

humans to constantly look inward to ask whether they

locations, the answer to the question of whether certain

are good enough. In doing so, they can never really love

professions may be off limits may appear self-evident;

their neighbor because they are preoccupied with their

some jobs may seem obviously wrong to one person, while

own works and salvation. However, in Christ, one can be

completely fine to another. But we are formed by many

assured and secure in their salvation and are thus able to

things that teach us those perspectives. For example,

look outward to Christ and their neighbor.

James K.A. Smith has identified secular liturgies in

Dead to sin and alive in Christ, one is able to focus on

spaces such as the shopping mall, sports arenas—and

loving the concrete neighbor that God places before one.

yes, universities—that can idolatrously shape our ideas of

This is our broadest vocation as a Christian. In that sense,

“the good life” (121). As our participation in these and other

the first theological question we may ask about profes-

practices in culture shape our social imaginations, they

sions is how does this help or hinder my love for my neighbor?

provide ethical frameworks by which we make decisions.

Because our social imagination is so powerfully shaped

This formation is often implicit and occurs without

by the systems and institutions in which we live, we must

our knowledge, hence our decisions according to this

critically examine what is happening in the places where

“common sense” appear self-evident and not necessarily

we work, what might be getting in the way of loving our

in conflict with our faith.

neighbor, or problematically redefining what loving our
neighbor means. I hope that the questions examined here

The Business of the Neighbor

open us up to how Christ transforms the way we understand
what it means to love our neighbor in our work contexts.

I write as a theologian and ethicist who sees the question of
vocation as an important ethical question. But I also write
as someone who spent ten years working in corporate

“The first theological question we may ask

marketing consulting before going back to university and

about professions is how does this help or

studying theology. In the process I realized just how much
I had been shaped by capitalism, the American Dream, and

hinder my love for my neighbor?”

my own business education.
I also write with several caveats. My goal in asking the

With this goal in mind, I here scrutinize one partic-

question is not to come up with a concrete list of profes-

ular profession: marketing. Marketing serves as a useful

sions Christians must avoid. The answers are rarely so

example for several reasons. First, it is mundane and

black and white, and if we did come up with such a list

ubiquitous. Virtually every type of organization from

we would inevitably domesticate it in order to be able to

churches to non-profits and corporations have marketing

live according to it. In making such a list we would simply

positions. Second, it is either praised as empowering

have to avoid that list of professions in order to justify

consumers and meeting their needs, or demonized as

ourselves and then judge ourselves more righteous than

manipulating desires. So which is it? Or can we evaluate

those who were in those jobs. I also want to acknowledge

its compatibility with Christian neighbor love without either

that our options are always limited and imperfect; there

praising or demonizing?

is no “innocent” job untainted by structural injustices. We

How we narrate the practices of marketing dictates the

cannot entirely extract ourselves from consumer capi-

ethical questions raised and frames the set of reasonable

talism, just as we cannot extract ourselves from the fallen

answers about whether Christians should participate.

world in which we live.

Marketing is useful, then, as a case study to theologically
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narrate what is going on and to do so in a way that gets

However, the pure customer orientation of marketing

underneath textbook definitions and polarizing options,

can be questioned by digging further into the discipline’s

while allowing for critical questions and discernment.

stated objectives. Philip Kotler, an influential popularizer
of the marketing concept writes that “Marketing management is essentially demand management” (Marketing

Who is Marketing For?

Management 15). This aspect of marketing has been

Marketing positions itself as a neutral set of tools, as a

present from its earliest roots in economic theory. No

process that facilitates the mutually beneficial exchange

matter how a firm frames its purpose one must keep in

of products and services of value. This formal positioning

view the desire to manage customers in order to manage

takes on a positive tone via one of marketing’s prominent

product demand. Further, one can see the fundamental

framing ideas: the marketing concept. According to the

force and purpose of the customer orientation of a business

marketing concept, the firm exists for customers to know

in light of a further conversation in Kotler’s marketing

their needs and satisfy their needs.

textbook. He argues that the main purpose of orienting a
firm to satisfy the needs of the target customer is because

“According to the marketing concept, the firm
exists for customers to know their needs and
satisfy their needs.”

it is cheaper to retain an existing customer than to attract a
new customer (22).
Therefore, we can see that the primary goal of the
marketing concept is to increase customer loyalty
(customer retention) for the sake of company profit.
My point so far is simply that marketing cannot be both

This positive positioning is emphasized as texts rhetori-

empowering to the consumer, striving to “sensitively

cally portray the marketing concept as a progression from

[serve] and [satisfy] human needs” as Kotler advocates

other possible business orientations—namely a focus on

(Kotler and Levy 13), and be a system of tools that desires

production or selling. In the production concept, a firm

to manage demand and create customer loyalty for the

focuses on selling mass-produced goods at a low cost,

sake of customer profit. We must acknowledge that it is

while under the selling concept, firms undertake aggres-

not a neutral set of techniques.

sive selling campaign so that consumers will buy enough
of their products, that perhaps they otherwise would not.
With these other concepts as a foil, the portrayal of an

“Marketing cannot be both empowering to

enlightened turn from a selling orientation to the customer

the consumer, striving to ‘sensitively [serve]

orientation makes the marketing concept appear as a
win-win strategy, one that focuses on the interests of

and [satisfy] human needs,’ and be a system

the consumer to meet business objectives and therefore

of tools that desires to manage demand

facilitating valuable and mutual economic exchange. Firms

and create customer loyalty for the sake of

oriented in this way create our treasured social goods:

customer profit.”

wealth and economic growth, ever improving lifestyles,
and the ability to freely express ourselves personally by
what we consume.
“The consumer is now in total control,” Kevin Roberts,

The marketing concept masks the vast network
of activities and systems that exist in order to know

former CEO of advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi,

consumers, and then to generate a situation in which they

proudly exclaims. “She’s going to decide when she buys,

are satisfied by a given product or service. Management

what she buys, where she buys, how she buys…All the

guru Peter Drucker writes: “The aim of marketing is

fear’s gone and all the control is passed over to the

to know and understand the customer so well that

consumer” (qtd. in Goodman and Dretzin).

the product or service fits him and sells itself. Ideally,
27

marketing should result in a customer who is ready

brand, so that the brand is seen to “say” something about

to buy. All that should be needed then is to make the

the consumer and consumers and brands can “share”

product or service available” (64-65).

values. As brands create this linkage, customers will be

This description reveals the sweeping aspirations

increasingly loyal to them (Andrew 191).

of marketing to know customers in order to influence

Douglas Aitkin, a branding expert, describes the expe-

them—to make it appear that they are satisfying their

rience of hearing consumers in a focus group “expressing

needs and desires without needing to be convinced. A

cult-like devotion” to gym shoes. He decided to study cults

detailed analysis of the practices and systems in place

to apply that knowledge to brands. Aitkin concluded that

from marketing research to advertising to big data reveal

people join brands for the same reason people join cults: “to

this desire and the increasing capacity to carry this out in

belong and to make meaning.” Thus, in addition to managing

personalized ways. A study of each practice in its context

product quality, advertising and promotions, packaging

reveals its own set of theological and ethical questions.

design, and pricing decisions, brand managers now have to

Here I will focus on branding as a significant tactic used to

“create and maintain a whole meaning system for people,

generate consumer loyalty for the sake of profit and then

through which they get identity and understanding of the

reflect theologically on that practice.

world. Their job now is to be a community leader” (qtd. in
Goodman and Dretzin). Brands are providing communities

Branding: A Quest for Loyalty
Modern branding originated in the early twentieth century

for people to self-actualize and consumers are using brands
to help navigate life experiences, to construct their identities, and to express their values.

as the output of industrialized goods increased and
markings became prevalent to help consumers distinguish
between mass-produced items. The world of branding has

“All these elements are designed to generate

changed significantly since then to the point where Naomi

love and loyalty among the target audience

Klein now argues that industrial economies are no longer

by glorifying the brand and creating visceral

about making and selling things, but buying products and
then branding them (5).

associations.”

This shift has been driven by the continuing need
to create customer loyalty. Multiple things can create

In another take, Kevin Roberts argues that brands

customer retention; one, of course, is that the product

should aim to generate love for their brand. He insists that

actually satisfies the needs of consumers. A company

stand-out brands must “tap into dreams,” utilize “myths

cannot generate loyalty if it offers something that no

and icons”, and generate “passion” in order to create

one is interested it, or promises something it does not

“loyalty beyond reason” (77, 66). Roberts’s comments point

deliver—however fleeting satisfaction may be. However,

to the range of activities that go on to animate brands in

as the number of products available has proliferated, as

order to generate love and loyalty. Putting a Nike swoosh

quality and pricing have converged, and as most physical

on a T-shirt means something now, but that meaning was

and functional needs have been met, more is needed to

created and is continually sustained. Brand personalities

generate loyalty. This is the role of the modern brand.

are created by a variety of elements from their name, logo,

Brand loyalty develops as firms successfully meet func-

shapes, and colors, to slogans, spokespeople, stories,

tional needs with the product itself, but it must progress

event sponsorships and product placements in the media.

from there. Strong brands must be able to associate their

All these elements are designed to generate love and

brand with more “expressive” and “central” values, thus

loyalty among the target audience by glorifying the brand

endeavoring to meet more emotional and spiritual needs.

and creating visceral associations.

In this way consumers are encouraged to link questions
such as, “What kind of person do I want to be?,” with the
28
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So far I haven’t mentioned theology, but other words for
the loyalty brands seek might be faithfulness or worship.

Luther on What a God is
The theological contours of branding can be illuminated
by looking at Luther’s definition of God from The Large
Catechism:

sheets. This quantity represents the value of a brand that
could potentially be transferred to another company in
the event of a sale, separate from expected sales revenue
(Batchelor 102). The brand is something over and above the
product or service itself; it is created and sustained by the

What does it mean to have a god? or, what is God?

work of professionals who attempt to imbue the brand with

Answer: A ”god” is the term for that to which we are

spiritual values and meaning that ultimately only exist to

to look for all good and in which we are to find refuge

the extent that customers believe they exist and are willing

in all need. Therefore, to have a god is nothing else

to value them—who look to them to help as a source of

than to trust and believe that one with your whole

identity and meaning in the world.

heart. As I have often said, it is the trust and faith of

Here we might ask about the actual difference, for

the heart alone that make both God and an idol. If your

example, between a functional car and a BMW. In some

faith and trust are right, then your God is the true one.

ways a BMW may actually be of higher quality—more

Conversely, where your trust is false and wrong, there

comfortable or more efficient than a lower-priced car.

you do not have the true God. For these two belong

But we would be hard pressed to equate the price differ-

together, faith and God. Anything on which your heart

ence and brand power entirely to quality or other real

relies and depends, I say, that is really your God. (386)

differences in the cars.

For Luther, our trust and faith define both God and
idols—“anything on which your heart relies and depends.”

“Brands have captured the love and worship

This does not mean that God is only a projection of

of human beings and have turned them

ourselves, our fears and desires, but that human beings

into capital.”

are wholly determined by their relationship with God. God
is not just someone we acknowledge with our lips or our
minds. Rather, our lives are oriented by hope and trust in
God’s goodness, promises, and provision.
All our faith and trust is in the true God or it’s not. There

In a very real way, then, brands have captured the love
and worship of human beings and have turned them into
capital. Neuroscience also reveals the successful effects

is no in between—that’s idolatry, according to Luther. God

of branding. When individuals are exposed to the logos

is the one eternal good, the giver of all good things and the

and imagery of powerful brands their neural activity is

one who provides by grace and gift alone. And so, “[God]

identical to the patterns of brain activity produced when

wishes to turn us away from everything else apart from him,

they view religious symbols (Lindström 124-25).

and to draw us to himself, because he is the one, eternal
good” (Luther, Large Catechism 388). Luther acknowledges
that many of the good things we receive come through other

Questions Christians Should Consider

humans, yet “anything received according to his command

For Luther, an economic system, the market, or even a

and ordinance in fact comes from God...Creatures are only

brand can be the means by which God provides genuinely

the hands, channels, and means through which God bestows

good things to human beings. But that system or brand

all blessings” (389). So as brands attempt establish them-

becomes idolatrous when it points human beings away

selves as a source of life, identity, and meaning for the sake

from God as the provider and endeavors to secure worship

of their own profit, they are redirecting the hopes and trust

and trust in itself instead.

that are meant to placed in God.
And brands do not just help increase firm profits by

Though what I have just described is a dominant
theoretical approach to branding and true for most large

selling their products and services; they are also financial

brands, not all branding operates as I described. My friend

assets for the firm that appear on company balance

does branding for small, local businesses and focuses on
29

helping them clearly communicate their main message.

who provides everything human communities need to

But as a Christian, he understands the potential impacts of

flourish. Only as human lives are confident and radically

branding in our contemporary environment. He is willing to

oriented by trust in God’s promise will they be freed to

ask the tough questions about his own business practices

follow God, including in their paid vocations. The business

in light of his faith, and pass on projects that don’t fit his

of Christianity—centrally focused on worship of God and

ethical considerations.

love for the neighbor—will always run counter to idolatrous

Christians working in marketing or branding, or those

visions of “the good life.”

considering going into the profession, should consider
the following:
• What does the brand or advertisement promise? Is
it directly related to the product or service or is it
something above and beyond what we can realistically
promise?
• What is the genuinely good thing we are providing to
customers? And how are we defining what is genuinely
good? Does it increase or diminish service to the
neighbor?
• Are our marketing efforts directing the hopes or trust of
human beings away from God and toward our company
or brand? Though Luther noted that its possible to
recognize God’s provision coming from the hands of
human beings, it is clearly a problem if our marketing
efforts intentionally obscure such provision and idolatrously redirect human identity and faith away from God.
As we consider broadly the question of whether there
are some professions Christians shouldn’t do, my intention
is to press us to ask questions of our work that go beyond
how we can be “good Christians” at work and to ask what
is going on in our work itself, and how it affects others.
Luther’s definition of God, and the corollary, of an idol, is a
useful lens to examine many practices and aspects of life
because it reveals that faith is always enacted. All actions
spring from some hope and are expressions of praise and
expectation of what one can count on from some power.
And so, we must question whether and how our own work
creates idols or plays on fears instead of trust in God.
But Christians must also examine their own hope and
faith, and be continually reminded of who they are in
Christ. That God through Christ is for them reveals a God
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